Abstract-Within power generation, aging assets and an emphasis on more efficient operation of power systems and improved maintenance decision methods has led to a growing focus on asset prognostics. The main challenge facing the implementation of successful asset prognostics in power generation is the lack of available run-to-failure data. This paper proposes to overcome this issue by use of full-scope high-fidelity simulators to generate the run-to-failure data required. From this simulated failure data a similarity-based prognostic approach is developed for estimating the remaining useful life of a valve asset. Case study data is generated by initializing prebuilt industrial failure models within a 970 MW pressurized water reactor simulation. Such full-scope high-fidelity simulators are mainly operated for training purposes, allowing personnel to gain experience of standard operation as well as failures within a safe, simulated operating environment. This paper repurposes such a high-fidelity simulator to generate the type of data and affects that would be produced in the event of a fault. The fault scenario is then run multiple times to generate a library of failure events. This library of events was then split into training and test batches for building the prognostic model. Results are presented and conclusions drawn about the success of the technique and the use of high-fidelity simulators in this manner.
accurate prediction of mission-critical systems. This increasing demand is driven by the need to improve maintenance decisions, decrease maintenance costs, and improve the safety conditions and operation of in service plant. The goal of prognostic systems is to perform accurate prognosis of an asset's future condition by predicting an estimation of RUL [1] . The field of prognostics has made great advances in certain sectors with high requirements on safety and dependability, such as the aerospace industry. However, within the power generation field, the implementation of prognostic systems has not been achieved to the same degree [2] . The main challenge is the gathering of sufficient data to enable robust testing and validation. This data issue arises as power generation systems are rarely allowed to run-to-failure and release of such data is commercially sensitive [3] .
Implementation of prognostic systems within the power generation environment will have large impacts on ensuring successful economic operation and improving maintenance decisions [4] . When failures occur within power plants there results a loss of operation, unplanned downtime, higher maintenance costs, and a lack of supply to the electrical grid [5] . Therefore it is essential to implement predictive maintenance to reduce unplanned downtime utilizing prognostic maintenance policies in place of time-based approaches [6] , [7] . However, building physical test systems from which to generate and gather run-to-failure data within power generation is prohibitively expensive. Additionally, gathering, understanding, and transforming data provided by on-site industrial facilities into reliable models is both a costly and difficult, human resource intensive process [8] .
One approach to overcoming the challenges presented by data gathering is to utilize a simulation approach to gathering the required run-to-failure data. This paper proposes the use of high-fidelity full-scope industrial simulators to generate degradation data within the plant environment to build, test, and validate a data-driven prognostic model. A highfidelity full-scope industrial PWR simulator is used to generate the degradation data and used to build a similarity-based prognostic model. The full methodology is displayed in Fig. 1 .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the use of high-fidelity industrial simulators, the method of extracting data, and the generation of failure data. Section III describes the creation of a similarity-based prognostic model. In Section IV, the results are analyzed and the technique verified. In Section V, the results are discussed. In Section VI, the conclusions are presented.
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II. HIGH-FIDELITY INDUSTRIAL SIMULATORS

A. High-Fidelity Full-Scope Simulators
Within power generation, high-fidelity full-scope industrial simulators have been extensively deployed, particularly within the nuclear sector, for training purposes with an emphasis on improving operation and operational safety. Nuclear regulations require training to take place on a high-fidelity simulator which corresponds to the plant where the operator will be stationed [9] , [10] therefore, essentially requiring all nuclear power stations to maintain such a simulator. As the benefits of the training received in this way are being observed, such high-fidelity simulators are being widely deployed across all generation types and are also expanding into sectors such as refineries and chemical processing plants. However, when not in use for training, the simulator will lie idle. Utilizing the downtime of the simulator for maintenance and prognostic purposes offers the opportunity for further exploitation of the simulator asset.
A full-scope simulator models all the functionality of the plant being simulated; encompassing all systems and components of the real plant they are modeled upon. Such simulators are bespoke systems built from on-site plant data and schematics to represent the whole plant operation. The simulated system mirrors the condition, components, and control system present on the actual plant. This allows operators to be trained to recognize and handle a number of scenarios, from normal operation to various rare events.
High-fidelity industrial simulators are required to operate with high precision performance. The minimum requirement for precision is for critical parameters to be within 1% of real plant data. This high precision is driven by the need for operators trained on such simulators to transfer the plant behavior and knowledge gained from the simulated environment directly into the real plant environment.
These industrial simulators are certified as high-fidelity tools and thereby the model and sensor data are within industrially accepted tolerances of real plant values. This paper can take advantage of such high-fidelity full-scope simulators to remove the need for the creation of real physical test systems, whilst retaining an industrial acceptance and robustness to any simulated data generated [11] .
While the simulation tools model all aspects of the plant (e.g., electrical systems and rotating plant), a critical part of both nuclear and conventional generation is the operation of the steam system. The simulation tools for modeling flow and pressures are capable of the following. 1) Modeling two-phase behavior (both liquid and gas) and nonthermal equilibrium behavior. 2) Accounting for the mass, momentum, and energy balances for each phase. 3) Comprehensive heat transfer correlations for all heat transfer regimes (natural and forced convections, nucleate boiling, and condensation). 4) Encompassing laminar and turbulent flow regimes. 5) Separate temperature modeling for solids, including metal/concrete walls, heat exchanger tubes, turbine metals, etc. While it is possible to place virtual measurement points at any location in the plant simulation, this paper focuses only on the sensors and data currently available to plant operators. This additional constraint works as an advantage for ease of transfer to practical use, as it means the prognostic technique developed here needs no new sensors to be added to the plant. Currently, sensor maintenance comprises a substantial amount of the maintenance requirements, so additional sensors would limit the benefit of the prognostic approach.
The high-fidelity simulator used in the research is a full-scope 970 MW PWR. Additionally, the fault modeling and failures used in the research are prebuilt models present within the simulator systems. Within any given industrial simulator there can be hundreds of such failures on components and systems throughout the entire simulated plant. These prebuilt failures are driven by industry (i.e., a commercial customer has requested their inclusion), are typical of events seen within plant operation, and are of high importance, either for safety or operation of the running of the plant.
B. Degradation Model Implementation
A common source of faults within the power generation environment arises from valve failures. Valves are critical components within a power generation system [12] and are essential assets for safety and operational control. Valve failures are responsible for at least 7% of mechanical failures [13] , [14] , and within a typical generation environment there can be many hundreds of valves present [15] . As such valves are an asset which can be seen to benefit from the application of a prognostic method for improving both maintenance decisions and operational safety.
The degradation model used in this paper represents a valve steam leak in one of the steam generator paths in the MSS of the PWR. The chosen fault model is a prebuilt model within the simulator environment. The leak is initiated with the PWR running at base load. What can be observed once the failure has been initiated is the PWR control system responding to the failure. The control system attempts to compensate for the malfunction and maintain steady output, producing a complex response [16] . If no operator action is taken, the effect of the initiated leak is a unit trip, where the plant stops supplying power to the grid. The point at which the unit trip occurs is classed as the time of failure.
It should be noted that the plant can still operate with some degradation of a valve, and the fault takes hours to develop to the point of failure. Therefore, having an accurate prediction of time to failure would allow scheduling of the repair or replacement to fit in with other events. It would be possible to continue running the plant with some confidence that the valve will remain operational until the next outage, or, if the failure is expected to occur earlier, the downtime can at least be scheduled instead of the plant being forced offline.
For this paper, the pressure and flow parameters within the MSS were analyzed and relevant parameters tracked in virtual time. For each run of the failure model, this parameter data was recorded as a time series in a CSV file. This data was later used to generate a prognostic model.
The parameters chosen for analysis are focused mainly on flows and pressures on and around the degrading component. This allows an understanding of the effect the degradation is having within a broader context of the MSS system. The main parameter chosen for prognostic purposes is the pressure across the main pathway on which the leak is initiated, as this is both the most relevant and would be the easiest for the operator to observe to locate the fault.
The fault model was initiated multiple times to build up a library of run-to-failure events. The library covers degradation times from 1 up to 24 h. For this paper, the training data comprised 53 sets of time series pressure values, corresponding to the effect of the steam loss on the steam path, displayed in Fig. 2 . The simulator runs at a rate of 50 Hz with the data recorded at a rate of once per second. Additionally, instrument noise is enabled on all parameters to represent realistic data as would be seen on a real PWR.
III. SIMILARITY-BASED PROGNOSTICS
The prognostic model used in this paper is a similarity-based approach derived from [17] . Similarity-based prognostics has three main requirements for successful implementation as proposed by [18] : 1) multiple recordings of run-to-failure data are available; 2) the recorded data ends when the point of failure is reached; 3) the data covers a representative set of components. This similarity-based prognostic approach has particular resonance with this application-it requires relatively large numbers of run-to-failure events, which are provided here by use of high-fidelity simulation. With use of the high-fidelity simulators, the run-to-failure data required to implement a similarity-based approach can be generated with ease and low cost. Additionally, as well as being able to generate data for a single component, the use of full-scope simulators can enable the use of this technique across many types of failure as well as many different types of asset. Thus a similarity-based prognostic method was chosen as a promising companion to the use of full-scope high-fidelity simulators.
A. Curve Fitting
Having defined the point of failure as the occurrence of a unit trip, the run-to-failure events, from fault inception to failure, can be seen to exhibit nonlinear behavior. The data is not-monotonic and does not have a single pressure threshold of failure. The data is arranged such that time zero is the failure threshold (Fig. 3) . A polynomial fitting function is then applied to each training case. Many orders of polynomial fitting were tested, as well as a Gaussian fit, to find the lowest complexity of fitted function whilst maintaining a reasonable fit. In the case study presented the fitting function is a fifth-order polynomial fit with mean squared error of 0.0253, compared with 0.0351 for the next best fit
where a 1−6 are the model parameters. This polynomial curve is fitted to each training case for every run-to-failure event with the least squares fitting approach.
B. RUL Calculation
For testing the performance of the model, a batch of five run-to-failure events was generated. These test events were randomly generated across the 24 h time range from a uniform distribution and were initiated following the same process as was used for generating the training data.
To determine the RUL of the test runs, a sample of data from each test section was chosen to represent known information about the system's condition. In the following case studies each of the five test runs are analyzed five times under different These test sections are then compared against every similar sized segment of each training data polynomial fit. The fit with the closest match to the test segment is then selected. The distance estimation is determined by
where d is the distance of the test data from the training data sample, Y is the position of the test data (time step number), f i is the polynomial curve fitted to the ith training data sample, r is the length of the test segment, τ is the number of time steps Y is shifted from 0 and σ is the RMS error from the polynomial fit.
Once the distance between the test run and all possible segments of all training events is calculated, the training cases are then ranked in order of the distance estimation. The relevant training case is chosen by selecting the training data with the smallest distance (i.e., the most similar run-to-failure event). The RUL for the test run is then output by evaluating the length between the matched section of the training data and the end of the training event.
The error between the PR and the TR of the test cases is displayed as a percentage error. The percentage error calculation is given by
A positive percentage represents a prediction beyond the TR and a negative percentage describes an early prediction of failure.
IV. RESULTS
The results of the five test cases using the five known condition segments are displayed in Table I . In Table I , PR and TR represent the PR and TR, respectively, and all measurements are in minutes. Fig. 5 displays the error from Table I .
The test cases are arranged by length of RUL with the shortest RUL first. In test case 1, at 5 h, the valve has arrived at the failure threshold, so there is no RUL to predict. It can be seen that the shorter cases (cases 1 and 2) have high accuracy, within 5%, after the first hour segments and the longer lasting cases (cases 3-5) have poorer performance at the 1 h segment. This difference is due to the difference in behavior of the failure. The shorter cases have less complex behavior whilst the longer cases have higher order complex behavior which drives the requirement for the fifth-order polynomial fitting described. However, as more data is included in the test segments the accuracy of the PR improves, after the 3 h test segment all PRs are within 10% of the TR. 
V. DISCUSSION
For a prognostic approach to be acceptable the primary issues for successful implementation of the approach are a consistent accuracy as well as providing enough time for corrective or maintenance decisions to be enacted. As can be seen by the results displayed in Table I , the overall accuracy of the similarity method is acceptable by these standards as 19 out of 25 RUL predictions lay within 10% of the TR, as well as all RUL predictions after the first three hour sections being within 10% of the TR. The high accuracy of the RUL predictions of the test cases is likely to be a result of the large number of training events for building the method. This is, however, the main benefit of utilizing a simulation approach for failure data generation. Although the RUL is calculated as the time until the occurrence of a unit trip, operator actions could be carried out in advance of this failure threshold. As mentioned previously, the plant can continue operation with some degradation of the valve, and this fault condition can continue for multiple hours before failure. Appropriate maintenance actions can be taken within the time between fault inception and failure, informed by the RUL output. In particular the accuracy of the longer failure events such as test cases 4 and 5 would provide operators with a reliable indication of the time window in which to perform corrective action or a safe, scheduled shut down of the plant.
The presence of both early and late predictions, shown in Fig. 5 , are a result of the similarity-based prognostic approach trying to find the closest fit with the test case lying approximately halfway between two training cases. This could be resolved by weighting the RUL predictions more strongly in favor of earlier predictions when finding the closest match.
An additional benefit of generating data within the simulated plant environment is the ability to observe the plant control responses and behavior. As can be seen in the case study this can result in complex behavior which would also be observed by the plant operators as the failures evolve. This allows prognostic systems to be built incorporating the data available to the operators.
With the full-scope high-fidelity simulator, plant conditions can be varied and reset for multiple fault runs. Utilizing the high-fidelity simulators in this manner will allow relevant conditions and failures to be modelled for a wide range of assets and failures. Since various failure models are built for operator training scenarios, this full range of faults can be used to generate datasets. This method of utilizing full-scope high-fidelity simulators can therefore be considered a promising method for generating a large range of failure data, overcoming one of the main obstacles for implementing successful prognostic applications within the power generation domain.
A potential disadvantage of the technique is that it is restricted to apply only to observed failure events, for which there is data. This is alleviated by the use of the failure models present in the full-scope simulator, as these failures are driven by industrial concerns and simulation of the outcomes is certified as robust and accurate across the plant systems.
Future work will look at effective sizes of training data libraries whilst retaining accurate PR. This may require more robust and extensive distance evaluation metrics.
VI. CONCLUSION
The similarity-based prognostic approach described in this paper provided acceptable results based on the system requirements when estimating the RUL of a steam leak within a PWR. The research utilized a high-fidelity full-scope PWR simulator to generate the failure data by enabling the creation of a large library of data from failure events. The prebuilt failure model simulates a steam leak in the MSS of the PWR, which results in a unit trip if no action is taken.
The research provides evidence of the success of utilizing preexisting full-scope industrial simulators for generation of the relatively rare failure case data. As hundreds of full-scope high-fidelity simulators have already been deployed, this paper validates one solution of overcoming the main challenge to the creation of prognostic systems-a lack of failure data-by utilizing such full-scope high-fidelity simulators for prognostic purposes.
